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Abstract: This research unveils a versatile Halbach array magnetic device with promising biomedical
applications, offering innovative solutions for targeted therapy and disease management in evolving
biomedical engineering. This paper explores the potential of a novel Halbach array-based device
for harnessing magneto-mechanical phenomena in biomedical applications. The study employs
computational modeling using COMSOL Multiphysics to define the device’s magnetic properties
and validate its operation within the theoretical prediction. The research catalogs the device’s opera-
tional modes and assesses crucial parameters related to magneto-mechanical biomedical modalities,
including magnetic field strength, gradient, and force. Experimental validation of numerical findings
through magnetic field measurements confirms the device’s multifaceted potential, particularly in
targeted drug delivery and tissue engineering applications. Finally, the adaptability of the magnetic
arrangements for various scenarios is also highlighted. This investigation provides valuable insights
into integrating magneto-mechanical principles into biomedical engineering. It paves the way for
further research and innovative approaches in theranostics, positioning the presented apparatus
as a promising tool with untapped potential for future exploration and discovery in the evolving
biomedical field.

Keywords: Halbach array; magnetic device; magneto-mechanical treatment; mechanical forces;
3D printing

1. Introduction

The field of biomedicine has seen remarkable advancements in recent years, thanks to
the rapid pace of technological progress and scientific creativity. One area of particular in-
terest has been the development of new therapeutic applications, which continue to plague
humanity despite decades of research. Magnetic fields have been used in biomedicine for
various applications [1–4]. In diagnostics, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is one of the
most common applications of magnetic fields, providing detailed images of soft tissue and
organs without the use of ionizing radiation [1,5–7]. In therapy, a technique that was heavily
researched in recent years is Magnetic Particle Hyperthermia (MPH), which involves the
use of magnetic nanoparticles to generate heat and destroy cancer cells [6,8,9]. Targeted
drug delivery is another area where magnetic fields have shown great potential [10,11]. By
attaching magnetic nanoparticles to drugs, it is possible to use magnetic fields to guide the
particles to specific regions of the body, such as tumors or inflamed tissue. This approach
allows for more precise drug delivery and reduced side effects [12,13].

In this context, researchers have turned to the principles of magneto-mechanics, that
is, the exploitation of the magnetic energy of magnetic elements or chemical compounds
by transformation into mechanical energy that manifests as forces and torques [14,15].
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In general, magnetic fields significantly weaker than one tesla strength are utilized. For
alternating magnetic fields (AMFs), the range of optimal frequencies falls under the Ex-
tremely Low Frequency (ELF) range (f < 100 Hz), since in higher magnitudes, the thermal
effects become dominant (in the first approximation, heating is directly proportional to the
frequency of the field) [16,17]. In the biomedical field, this definition is further constrained
by the size of the particles that are required to be lower than the microscale.

Among magneto-mechanical approaches, Halbach arrays have gained prominence [18–20].
This magnet arrangement, characterized by alternating polarities of neighboring magnets,
creates strong localized magnetic fields through constructive and destructive interference.
Originating in the 1980s [21], Halbach arrays have found applications in diverse fields, from
particle accelerators to magnetic levitation trains [22]. Their potential in biomedicine stems
from the ability to generate highly localized magnetic fields and gradients with minimal
energy loss [23–25].

This paper delves into the design, manufacturing, simulation, and experimental vali-
dation of a custom multimodal magnetic field generator featuring two circular and rotating
Halbach arrays. Calculations of magnetic flux density and corresponding magnetic forces
on nanoparticles of varying sizes are presented for static and time-dependent scenarios.
The study investigates the impact of the vertical distance between the arrays in the static
case and explores the temporal distribution of magnetic field gradients during rotation.
The synergy of field and gradient configurations, in conjunction with magnetically suitable
nanoparticles, is demonstrated to produce a spectrum of forces with potential biological
effects. The versatility of this device, coupled with its comprehensive field and force
roadmaps, positions it as a valuable reference apparatus for future investigations into
magneto-mechanical effects on cellular environments.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Apparatus (Design/Manufacture)

The proposed setup that utilizes two circular Halbach arrays is presented in Figure 1.
The second array is of identical radius and is positioned along the vertical axis that inter-
cepts the center of the xy plane that the first array defines, forming a normal angle. To hold
the arrays in place, two 3D-printed disks are utilized. The choice of this geometry, that is,
the positioning of a second array vertically above the first one, is based on our previous
works [26,27], where the analysis of a single disk apparatus resulted in the generation of
strong gradients and simultaneously large magnetic flux densities, optimizing the magneto-
mechanical effect on cell actuation. The proposed experimental geometry is illustrated in
Figure 1.

The disks as well as their mounts, were designed in AutoCAD Inventor and were
proceeded to be 3D-printed using a simple polymer. The disks were designed to host cubic
permanent magnets and a motor that can rotate each array with a constant angular velocity.
Two legs were printed on either side of the disk with nooks at equal distances and near the
height of the disk. Those alcoves are utilized to mount a bracket-shaped table on top of
which a typical petri dish (3.5 cm) can be placed for in vitro testing (Figure 1b). The printed
disks are screwed on two flush wood planks that are subsequently connected with four
screw rods, in a manner that makes each disk the mirror of the other. The top wooden
platform is secured with bolt nuts in both directions allowing for an adjustable distance
between the disks (Figure 1a). In the experiments, the distance of the disks is set to 10.3 cm.
Each disk can host a total of eight cubic magnets arranged in a way that every magnet
is equidistant (5 mm) to its neighboring magnets and that the inner side of the magnets
inserted by the side of the disk is 2.5 cm away from the center. Finally, a circle-shaped hole,
with a radius of 2 cm, that goes as deep as the magnets’ height, is created in the center to
offer a wider range of z-levels in the single disk setup.
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Figure 1. The experimental setup of the designing platform and in real life. (a) Complete 
composition of the disk screwed on wooden platforms and connected with metal screw rods. (b) 
The model of one disk in the CAD environment. (c) Permanent magnet placed in the cubic host slots. 
(d) Photograph taken of the setup, where all the parts have been assembled. 

The magnets (Figure 1c) placed in the 2 × 2 × 2 cm3 slots are permanent NdFeB N45 
magnets sold commercially by EarthMag GmbH (Dortmund, Germany ). The cubes have 
a remanent magnetic flux density Br = 1.33–1.36 T and a relative magnetic permeability μr 
= 1.05 due to them being made of NdFeB. 

The motors operate on DC and their frequency of rotation can be adjusted by 
inputting a different voltage. More specifically, a range of 3–12 volts is operational, 
resulting in a range of 0–12 Hz in rotational motion. In this work, the motors rotate the 
arrays with a frequency of 6.67 Hz. 

2.2. Computational Modelling (Simulation) 
Calculating the theoretical values of the magnetic field in the space between the two 

disks is an arduous time-consuming venture, if attempted to be done, even with the aid 
of computing power. An easier approach is to code the problem at hand into a Finite 
Element Analysis-based software. COMSOL v. 3.5a Multiphysics belongs in this category 
with the advantage of having physics libraries that can completely describe the 
phenomena taking place in this setup. In order to successfully emulate the behavior of the 
setup, the magnetic as well as the mechanical properties of the apparatus need to be 
described. 

The library that is used to simulate the generated magnetic field solves the 
differential equation [28] of the scalar magnetic potential Vm: −∇⃗ ∙ 𝜇 𝜇 ∇⃗𝑉 − �⃗� =  0  (1)

where Br is the remanent magnetic field and μr is the relative magnetic permeability. 
Depending on the subdomain described, the parameters of the equation are assigned the 
appropriate values that correspond to the magnetic characteristics of the permanent 
magnets or their surrounding environment. The magnetic field strength at a given point 
of the simulated area is, thus, given by the equation �⃗� = 𝜇 𝜇 �⃗� + �⃗�   (2)

Figure 1. The experimental setup of the designing platform and in real life. (a) Complete composition
of the disk screwed on wooden platforms and connected with metal screw rods. (b) The model of one
disk in the CAD environment. (c) Permanent magnet placed in the cubic host slots. (d) Photograph
taken of the setup, where all the parts have been assembled.

The magnets (Figure 1c) placed in the 2 × 2 × 2 cm3 slots are permanent NdFeB N45
magnets sold commercially by EarthMag GmbH (Dortmund, Germany). The cubes have
a remanent magnetic flux density Br = 1.33–1.36 T and a relative magnetic permeability
µr = 1.05 due to them being made of NdFeB.

The motors operate on DC and their frequency of rotation can be adjusted by inputting
a different voltage. More specifically, a range of 3–12 volts is operational, resulting in a
range of 0–12 Hz in rotational motion. In this work, the motors rotate the arrays with a
frequency of 6.67 Hz.

2.2. Computational Modelling (Simulation)

Calculating the theoretical values of the magnetic field in the space between the
two disks is an arduous time-consuming venture, if attempted to be done, even with the
aid of computing power. An easier approach is to code the problem at hand into a Finite
Element Analysis-based software. COMSOL v. 3.5a Multiphysics belongs in this category
with the advantage of having physics libraries that can completely describe the phenomena
taking place in this setup. In order to successfully emulate the behavior of the setup, the
magnetic as well as the mechanical properties of the apparatus need to be described.

The library that is used to simulate the generated magnetic field solves the differential
equation [28] of the scalar magnetic potential Vm:

−
→
∇·

(
µ0µr

→
∇Vm −

→
B r

)
= 0 (1)

where Br is the remanent magnetic field and µr is the relative magnetic permeability.
Depending on the subdomain described, the parameters of the equation are assigned
the appropriate values that correspond to the magnetic characteristics of the permanent
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magnets or their surrounding environment. The magnetic field strength at a given point of
the simulated area is, thus, given by the equation

→
B = µ0µr

→
Ha +

→
B r (2)

Besides the applied magnetic field intensity Hα, which is defined by the solution of (1),
the parameters of (2) are set as subdomain conditions manually.

A cylinder surrounding the magnet compositions is set as the boundary of magnetic
insulation; this reduces the computing power required to solve the problem. In other words,
the cylinder contains the condition

→
n ·

→
B = 0 (3)

The intersurface between the NdFeB magnets and the environment in the large
cylinder is set with a continuity boundary condition. The condition is expressed by the
following equation:

→
n ·

(→
B1 −

→
B2

)
= 0 (4)

where B1 and B2 are the magnetic flux densities inside and outside the intersurface.
For the mechanical rotation of the circular arrays, the finite elements that fill the

area of the boundary cylinder are rotated around the z-axis. This procedure is equiv-
alent to the physical rotation of the drawn objects, due to the fact that each dividend
contains the magnetic field conditions of its coordinates that are true for the apparatus
in a static state. The mechanical movement of each element is expressed by defining the
time-dependent coordinates:

dz = 0
dx = cos(−ωt)·X − sin(−ωt)·Y − X
dy = sin(−ωt)·X + cos(−ωt)·Y − Y

(5)

where X and Y are the values of each element prior to the rotation (t = 0), ω is the angular
velocity that is described in the motors’ specifications. This set of Equation (5) describes a
clockwise rotation with constant angular velocity.

2.3. Force Estimation

Although the simulation of the magnetic strength and gradient is a straightforward
task requiring basic calculus knowledge, the process of modelling the magnetic forces is
more complicated. This is due to the plethora of interactions at play between particles
and the environment that they are suspended in. By assuming the magnetic forces to be
significantly greater than the other interactions, hence rendering the latter negligible, a
model was developed by Furlani et al. [29] that has been used in most modelling works in
the recent literature [26,30].

For the linear magnetization of perfectly spherical particles, Equations (6) and (7),
respectively, are true:

→
M = χp

→
Hin (6)

→
Hd =

→
M
3

(7)

where χp is the magnetic susceptibility of the particles, while the demagnetizing intensity
→
Hd and the magnetic field inside the particle

→
Hin are connected by the expression

→
Hin =

→
Ha −

→
Hd (8)
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Combining Equations (6)–(8), the magnetization vector can be expressed as

→
M =

3χp

3 + χp

→
Ha (9)

From here, the magnetic force exerted by one particle after some thorough analysis is
proven to be given by the expression

→
F mp = µ0Vp

3χp

3 + χp

(→
Ha·

→
∇
)→

Ha (10)

where Vp = 4
3 πr3

p is the volume of a spherical particle with rp the radius of the particle.
Equation (10) can be split into three one-dimensional equations along the axes of a

cartesian coordinate system for each one of
→
F mp constituents:

Fi
x
mp = µ0Vp

3χp
3+χp


Hx

a (x, y, z) ∂Hx
a

∂x

Hy
α(x, y, z) ∂Hx

a
∂y

Hz
a(x, y, z) ∂Hx

a
∂z



Fi
y
mp = µ0Vp

3χp
3+χp


Hx

a (x, y, z) ∂Hy
α

∂x

Hy
α(x, y, z) ∂Hy

α
∂y

Hz
a(x, y, z) ∂Hy

α
∂z



Fi
z
mp = µ0Vp

3χp
3+χp


Hx

a (x, y, z) ∂Hz
a

∂x

Hy
α(x, y, z) ∂Hz

a
∂y

Hz
a(x, y, z) ∂Hz

a
∂z



(11)

where the terms in the equations set (11) are the x, y and z components of the vectors
→
F mp and

→
Ha. The magnetic force evaluation is conducted with particles that exhibit ferro-

magnetic behavior in mind. Thus, the fraction 3χp/
(
3 + χp

)
in (11) can be replaced by a

scalar factor equal to three, since for ferromagnetic particles, χp ≫ 1. These are the equa-
tions that are used in the COMSOL simulation to emulate the exerted magnetic forces per
particle. To consider the total force applied to an ensemble of N particles, (non-interacting
or negligibly interacting) the equation below is utilized:

→
F tot =

N

∑
i=1

→
F imp (12)

2.4. Computational Steps

To obtain results, we employed the following computational steps:
Model Navigator: On the New page in the Model Navigator of COMSOL Multiphysics,

we specified the application mode which was the AC/DC mode with a moving mesh, the
names of the dependent variables, and the analysis type, which was the transient (time-
dependent) analysis with a time step that was equal to 0.01 s.

Options and Settings: We set the axes and grid spacing. All settings were accessible
from the Options menu. We also used the Constants dialog box to enter constant parame-
ters for the model. The materials used were accessible through the Materials/Coefficients
Library dialog of COMSOL Multiphysics. From the Options menu, by choosing “Expres-
sions → Global Expressions”, we imported the Equations (6)–(10) as expressions for the
analytical solution of the magnetic force.

Geometry Modeling: We imported the device geometry that was designed in Auto-
CAD Inventor.
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Boundary Conditions: An important technique to minimize the problem size is to use
the magnetic insulation boundary condition at the outer boundaries of the model geometry.
In the inner boundaries of the geometry, we employed the continuity boundary condition.
This is the natural boundary condition implying continuity of the tangential component of
the magnetic field.

Subdomain Settings: We then defined the subdomain parameters of the physical
problems with regions of different material properties. Some of the domain parameters can
either be a scalar or a matrix depending on if the material is isotropic or anisotropic.

Scalar Variables: In the Application Scalar Variables dialog box, we examined and
modified the values of predefined application-specific scalar variables. These were the
frequency of rotation and the permittivity and permeability of vacuum.

Mesh Generation: The program must mesh the geometry before it can solve the
problem. The mesh consisted of 3 × 106 elements and 20 degrees of freedoms (DOFs) per
mesh element.

Computing the Solution: We used the Geometric multigrid (GMG) preconditioner as
an iterative linear solver. The solver calculates the solution for the finest of the meshes in
the hierarchy. Therefore, we let the preconditioner generate the meshes automatically and
we obtained a solution for a much finer mesh than the one we had made.

Postprocessing and Visualization: After solving the problem, the software automati-
cally displays a surface plot for the dependent variables, in this case, the magnetic vector
potential and the magnetic flux density. Magnetic gradient and force distribution can also
be obtained by calling the corresponding function that was user-defined in step 2.

3. Results and Discussion

Keeping in mind the nature of the biological assays that can be conducted with the
proposed setup, it is beneficial to visualize the computational data onto slice plots, normal
to the z-axis.

3.1. Static Study

The data corresponding to the static scenario are illustrated utilizing contour plots,
where the axes correspond to the x and y coordinates and the color contouring is used to
express the varying magnitude of the magnetic flux density, its gradient, or the exerted
magnetic forces. Indicatively, slice plots of the latter in distances near the bottom array are
presented in the following figures. Figure 2 gives a schematic illustration of the two disks
and the z-levels that will be presented in the following sections.

In Figure 3, slice plots of the magnetic flux density and its gradient at varying distances
(1, 2, and 3 cm) above the bottom Halbach array are presented. Based on the morphology
of the graphs, a convergence of the homogeneity area (with the strongest magnetic field)
towards the center, as the distance from the disks increases, is observed. The registered
planes show the existence of three homogenous areas that can be found at the center of
each magnet configuration and at the plane that is equidistant to both Halbach arrays. This
phenomenon further extends the range of applications, due to the variation in the “red
surface” area providing with larger magnetic gradients to cell cultures and/or animals if
positioned properly.

The exerted forces per ferromagnetic particle of varying size (20, 40, and 80 nm in
diameter, core size) are illustrated as contour plots. Here, the maximal values are presented,
which correspond to a 2 mm distance from one or the other array. Pointedly, Figure 4
depicts the slice plots above the bottom array. Considering the force range per particle, a
biomedical assessment will follow based on force thresholds of biomedical functions that
are of interest in relevant applications.
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transitioning to superparamagnetic behavior wherein thermal fluctuations become com-
parable to the energy barrier for magnetic flips. It is important to mention here that lower-
sized nanoparticles (less than 20 nm) may exhibit superparamagnetic behavior at room 
temperature. Consequently, the total force applied by our system will be significantly 
weaker for such nanoparticles. On the other hand, A. Moghanizadeh et al. [33] demon-
strated that increasing the intensity of the magnetic field from 0.1 to 0.3 T led to a substan-
tial increase in the clot dissolution rate from 55 to 89%, respectively. Remarkably, this 
magnetic field range aligns with the capabilities of our device, suggesting potential ap-
plicability in thrombolysis and other biomedical interventions. These findings underscore 
the versatility and effectiveness of magnetic field-mediated therapies, further supporting 
the potential utility of our device across a range of biomedical applications. In addition, 
our device’s capability to create a total homogeneous magnetic field with a Halbach array, 
while also providing high magnetic field gradients, offers unprecedented opportunities 

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the z-levels and the arbitrarily set zero value. For this paper, the
plane that is 2 mm (typical width of a petri dish bottom) above the top surface of the Halbach array
that has been colored blue corresponds to z = 0 cm. Furthermore, z = 1 cm indicates a 1 cm distance
from the top surface, z = 2 cm correlates to a 2 cm distance, etc.

The results depicted in Figures 3 and 4 concern the setup with both Halbach arrays
generating the magnetic field. Due to the adjustability of the apparatus, a singular disk
configuration can be utilized. Its magnetic properties were explored using COMSOL and
the numerical analysis results are illustrated in Figure S1.

The process of gauging the setup’s capabilities for biomedical applications is con-
cluded with a comparison of the force thresholds for mechano-sensitive cellular functions
and for integrity compromise. Such thresholds have been registered in the literature [16,31]
and are collected in Figure 5, together with the minimum (for single particle only) and
maximum (assembly of 1000 particle) force value achieved by the proposed device, de-
picted by the magenta zone in Figure 5. Force estimations were completed for a system of
20 nm magnetite nanoparticles. A recently published paper by Tran and Matsushita [32]
highlights the magnetic behavior of L10 FePt nanoparticles as their size decreases, transi-
tioning to superparamagnetic behavior wherein thermal fluctuations become comparable
to the energy barrier for magnetic flips. It is important to mention here that lower-sized
nanoparticles (less than 20 nm) may exhibit superparamagnetic behavior at room temper-
ature. Consequently, the total force applied by our system will be significantly weaker
for such nanoparticles. On the other hand, A. Moghanizadeh et al. [33] demonstrated
that increasing the intensity of the magnetic field from 0.1 to 0.3 T led to a substantial
increase in the clot dissolution rate from 55 to 89%, respectively. Remarkably, this magnetic
field range aligns with the capabilities of our device, suggesting potential applicability in
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thrombolysis and other biomedical interventions. These findings underscore the versatility
and effectiveness of magnetic field-mediated therapies, further supporting the potential
utility of our device across a range of biomedical applications. In addition, our device’s
capability to create a total homogeneous magnetic field with a Halbach array, while also
providing high magnetic field gradients, offers unprecedented opportunities for advancing
the applications discussed previously by A. Sandhu and H. Handa [34]. By integrating
insights from the aforementioned book with the capabilities of our device, we envision
transformative advancements in medical diagnostics, enhancing sensitivity, accuracy, and
efficiency in healthcare.
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scenario are well over that value. Generating forces in the order of nN, however, would 
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Figure 3. Examples of the computationally derived B and ∇B contour plots near the bottom array.
The vertical axes express the vertical distance from the center of the colored circle, while the horizontal
axes express the horizontal distance. With a rainbow palette, the magnetic flux density results are
visualized and with the blue palette, the magnetic field gradient calculations. (a,b) A distance of 1 cm
from the top surface of the magnets, (c,d) 2 cm distance from the top surface, and (e,f) 3 cm distance
from the top surface.
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Figure 4. Magnetic forces exerted on a single ferromagnetic particle of (a) 20 nm, (b) 40 nm, and
(c) 80 nm size. The axes express the vertical and horizontal distance from the center of the plane
similarly to Figure 3. (d) All three contour plots are the product of a numerical analysis in the plane
that is 2 mm above the top surface of the magnets of the bottom configuration.
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Figure 5. Biological effects induced by the magneto-mechanical effect and their threshold forces
indicated with error bars (the forces’ range was taken by the reference [16]). The magenta rectangular
area depicts the force range achieved by the proposed device for 20 nm magnetite nanoparticles. The
bottom line of the rectangle corresponds to the force achieved by one particle while the upper line
corresponds to the force achieved by 1000 particles.
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From the threshold values presented Figure 5, it becomes evident that for an ensemble
of 103 magnetite nanoparticles, functions and operations requiring forces of the order
of 100 pN can easily be activated/initiated as the generated forces for this hypothetical
scenario are well over that value. Generating forces in the order of nN, however, would
require a larger concentration of Magnetic Nanoparticles (MNPs) in the targeted site or,
alternatively, nanoparticles of a bigger size. Surprisingly, unlike the literature where
particles larger than 100 nm have been proven to be more suitable for magneto-mechanical
cell actuation [27], with the proposed apparatus, even smaller particles of 20 nm can
magneto-mechanically trigger the cells’ biological effects.

3.2. Rotational Study

Following the numerical analysis of the static case study, a similar approach is followed
to highlight the ability of the setup for generating time-dependent magnetic field modes.
In this paper, the Alternating Magnetic Field (AMF) mode is explored. Contrary to the
previous simulation results, in this scenario, a dual axis format is used for two characteristic
points in every xy parallel plane between the arrays. These points have the coordinates (0,
0, z) and (3, 0, z) (units are in cm) and are denoted as C and R, respectively. Figure 6a–d
illustrates the functions B(t) and ∇B(t). The simulations are conducted for one revolution,
at varying distances (z-levels), as shown in Figure 6e between the disks.
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Figure 6. Time evolution of the magnetic flux density (a,b) and the magnetic field gradient (c,d). The
plots denoted as C (a,c) correspond to simulations at the center of the disk, whereas plots denoted as
R (b,d) describe B at the periphery of the conceived aperture cylinder as depicted in (e). The colors
black, olive, light blue, and magenta correspond to the heights above the bottom array with z = 0, 1,
2, and 3 cm, respectively.

In Figure 7, the maximal magnetic force amplitudes are presented. Following the
same color coding as in Figure 6, the three sizes of ferromagnetic particles are analyzed
numerically for the plane that is only two millimeters above the bottom array (z = 2.2 cm).

Considering the curves shown below, it is deduced that the setup can, in theory,
produce harmonic AMFs with an adjustable frequency that can be tuned by the voltage
applied to the motors. It is important to note that, on the periphery of the conceived cylinder,
the data have a sinusoidal form, but because of the logarithmic scale, they are deformed
in the following figures. Additionally, the homogeneity subdomain is demonstrated by
the infinitesimal peak-to-peak magnetic field amplitude of the quantities at the center of
plane C, as shown in Figure 7b.
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Figure 7. Time evolution of the exerted magnetic forces per ferromagnetic particle of varying size.
The curves are at the plane with z = 0 cm, meaning two millimeters above the bottom array. C and R
shown in (a,b), respectively, denote the characteristic points in those planes, the coordinates of which
were reported in the previous section.

In Figure S2, a larger collection of generated time-dependent forces for the three sizes
of MNPs can be found at different distances from the arrays.

3.3. Experimental Validation

The experimental validation of the computationally derived magnetic flux density
B is executed with the aid of Metrolab’s three-axis magnetometer, THM1176-MF model
(Figure 8) that offers a range of 100 mT extending up to 3 T. The instrument has an accuracy
of ±1% of the value read, or 0.1 mT depending on which one is of larger magnitude. For
a frequency of rotation around 6.67 Hz, the magnetometer provides more than sufficient
“time resolution” given that its acquisition rate can comfortably capture 100 points per
period (≈0.15 s).
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Figure 8. Experimental validation of the static magnetic flux density at a plane 1 cm above the bottom
array. (a) The Hall magnetometer utilized to collect experimental data. (b) The nine non-transparent
squares correspond to the measurements registered with the aid of the Hall magnetometer. These
points are plotted against the computationally derived magnetic field strength at the corresponding
z-level.

The magnetometer is placed strategically in different positions in the xy planes, the
choice of which is influenced by the spatial resolution of the instrument to avoid measure-
ment overlapping.

When evaluating the static behavior of the apparatus, an average of 7% deviation
from the numerical analysis results was recorded. Indicatively, in Figure 9, a visualization
of the experimental data in front of a slice plot, one cm away from the bottom array is
provided. The dataset’s size is defined by the spatial resolution of the instrument. The
latter additionally restricts the measurements of the field, rendering it safer to collect data
further away from the arrays.

Similarly, for the assessment of the rotational mode, the Hall probe measures the mag-
netic flux density at C (0, 0, z) and R (3, 0, z) with units in cm, while the arrays are rotating
with a constant angular velocity. In Figure 9, the experimental data for z = 2 and z = 3 cm
are illustrated, along with the corresponding curves that the computational model predicts.
The convergence of the numerical analysis results with the Hall probe measurements is
evident. It is also important to mention here that the non-magnetic nature of the outer
metal components, excluding the magnets themselves, ensures minimal interference with
the precise measurement of the total magnetic field mapping, as corroborated by Hall
probe measurements.

The great convergence of the experimental data with the numerical analysis results,
both in the static and the rotating disks mode, ensures that the model can be safely utilized
to identify the ideal subdomain for any biomedical assay.

The strong agreement between the experimental data and numerical analysis results,
observed in both static and rotating disk modes, validates the reliability of our model.
This validation assures its suitability for accurately identifying the optimal subdomain for
various biomedical assays.
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Figure 9. Experimental validation of the time dependency of the magnetic flux density B (a) at the
center of the disk (C) and (b) at 3 cm x distance from the center of the disk (R). Blue and red data
correspond to the (c) experimental measurements 2 and 3 cm above the disk, while cyan and magenta
mark the corresponding COMSOL-simulated AMFs for the respective coordinates.

4. Conclusions

This paper has explored a novel setup of Halbach arrays that was designed to harness
the magneto-mechanical effect in biomedicine. The apparatus’ versatility was demonstrated
by inspecting two of the possible magnetic field modes. Using COMSOL 3.5a Multiphysics,
the magnetic characteristics of the generated field, spatially and temporally, were derived
through a numerical analysis. The outcomes of this study highlighted the setup’s capabili-
ties for achieving the necessary conditions for the magneto-mechanical effect to manifest.
The analysis was subsequently extended to a calculation of the magnetic force exerted by a
spherical particle when exposed to the described magnetic conditions following an effective
dipole approximation. Our computational findings for three scenarios of ferromagnetic
magnetite nanoparticles suggested the generation of forces up to hundreds of pN when an
ensemble of 103 MNPs successfully reaches the targeted site. Comparing the order of forces
to various cellular functions and tensile strengths, we concluded the overcoming of said
thresholds, rendering the device a more than capable tool to mediate magneto-mechanical
effects that are investigated for biomedical applications in recent times. At last, the numeri-
cal analysis was confirmed by experimental measurements using a Hall magnetometer for
a static and rotational study. The results proved the device’s reliability, showing a great
convergence with the computational model.

Although mitigating interactions between the particles and the environment (e.g.,
drag forces when the particles are suspended in a fluid) have not been accounted for
here, previous in vitro studies conducted in our laboratory with a similar 3D-printed setup
have yielded successfully selective apoptosis and cell deformation among other effects.
Given that this setup utilizes the Halbach configuration, an improvement compared to its
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predecessor, dominant opposing forces, cannot typically negate the generated forces to a
point where the threshold at hand is not surpassed.

Significantly, this work opens up a vast range of applications from magneto-genetics
to cancer therapy. Having demonstrated its reliability and potency, future research entails
assays with biological samples both in vitro and in vivo to attest our findings and to further
advance the magneto-mechanical approach in biomedicine.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.
mdpi.com/article/10.3390/magnetochemistry10040021/s1, Figure S1: Examples of the computation-
ally derived B and ∇B contour plots from the single disk setup; Figure S2: Time evolution of the
exerted magnetic forces per ferromagnetic particle of varying size.
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